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Abstract
We describe the C∗-algebras of “ax + b”-like groups in terms of algebras of operator fields defined over
their dual spaces.
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1. Introduction and notations
In order to analyze a C∗-algebra A, one can use the Fourier transform F , which allows us to
decompose A over its unitary dual Â. To be able to define this transform, consider the algebra
l∞(Â) of all bounded operator fields defined over Â by
l∞(Â) :=
{
A = (A(π) ∈ B(Hπ ))π∈Â, ‖A‖∞ := sup
π
∥∥A(π)∥∥
op < ∞
}
,
where Hπ is the Hilbert space of π . The space l∞(Â) is a (huge) C∗-algebra itself. The Fourier
transform F defined by
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π∈Â for a ∈ A
is then an injective, hence isometric, homomorphism from A into l∞(Â). The problem is now to
recognize the elements of F(A) inside this big algebra l∞(Â).
One condition the elements of F(A) must fulfill is of continuity in the following sense. The
dual space has a natural topology, the so-called Fell topology. A net (πk)k ⊂ Â converges to
π ∈ Â if for every element ξ in the Hilbert space Hπ of π , there exists a vector ξk ∈ Hπk for
every k such that
lim
k
〈
πk(a)ξk, ξk
〉= 〈π(a)ξ, ξ 〉 for a ∈ A.
Therefore, if an operator field A = (A(π))π∈Â is contained in F(A), then A must satisfies the
relation
lim
k
〈
A(πk)ξk, ξk
〉= 〈A(π)ξ, ξ 〉.
If A is not abelian, then the topology of Â is in general not Hausdorff. A net in Â can have
many limit points and simultaneously many cluster points (see [5,3,6,7] for details).
Definition 1.1. Let Y be a topological space. Let y = (yk)k be a net in Y . We denote by L(y) the
set of all limit points of the net y.
We say that a net y is properly converging if y has limit points and if every cluster point of the
net is a limit point, i.e. the set of limit points of any subnet is always the same, indeed, it equals
to L(y).
The following well-known lemma allows us to work with properly converging nets.
Lemma 1.2. Every converging net in Y admits a properly converging subnet.
In particular, if y = (πk)k ⊂ Â is a properly converging net, then it follows from [5] that
lim
k
∥∥πk(a)∥∥op = sup
σ∈L(y)
∥∥σ(a)∥∥
op for a ∈ A.
Therefore for any operator field A ∈ F(A) we must have that
lim
k
∥∥A(πk)∥∥op = sup
σ∈L(y)
∥∥A(σ)∥∥
op. (1)
This relation (1) is however not an algebraic condition. The main problem of determining the
image of the Fourier transform inside l∞(Â) consists in finding the right algebraic conditions
in l∞(Â) which imply the property (1), and forces the unitary dual of the subalgebra D∗(A)
consisting of all the operator fields in l∞(Â) which satisfy those conditions to be point evalua-
tions, i.e. the only irreducible representations of D∗(A) must be of the form δπ (A) = A(π) for
A ∈ D∗(A)(π ∈ Â).
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ogy of it is a mystery. For some classes of locally compact groups G, the unitary dual Gˆ and
its topology has been determined. This is the case of compact Lie groups and exponential solv-
able Lie groups. A Lie group G is called exponential if the exponential mapping exp : g → G
from the Lie algebra g to its Lie group G is a diffeomorphism. For instance, connected sim-
ply connected nilpotent Lie groups belong to this class and many more solvable Lie groups.
The Kirillov–Bernat–Vergne–Pukanszky theory shows that there is a canonical homeomorphism
K : g∗/G → Gˆ from the space of co-adjoint orbits of G in the linear dual space g∗ onto the
unitary dual space Gˆ of G (see [8] for details and references).
The Lie group G has a unique left invariant Borel measure called Haar measure, and we
provide the Banach space L1(G) of all integrable functions on G with respect to Haar measure
with the convolution product ∗. That is,
f ∗ g(y) :=
∫
G
f (x)g
(
x−1y
)
dx for f,g ∈ L1(G) and y ∈ G.
Then (L1(G),∗) is a Banach algebra which has an isometric involution defined by
f ∗(x) := G(x)−1f
(
x−1
)
for f ∈ L1(G) and x ∈ G.
Here G denotes the modular function on G which is defined through the relation
G(y)
∫
G
ϕ(x)dx =
∫
G
ϕ
(
xy−1
)
dx for ϕ ∈ Cc(G) and y ∈ G,
where Cc(G) denotes the space of all continuous complex-valued functions on G with compact
support.
Every irreducible representation (π,Hπ ) of G integrates to an irreducible unitary representa-
tion (also denoted by π ) of L1(G) in the following sense. The integral
π(F) =
∫
G
F(x)π(x)dx, F ∈ L1(G),
converges in the Banach space B(Hπ ), the space of all bounded linear operators on the Hilbert
space Hπ equipped with the operator norm ‖ · ‖op. Furthermore, for every irreducible unitary
representation π of the algebra L1(G) on a Hilbert space H, there exists a unique irreducible
representation (π,H) of G such that π(F) = π(F) for F ∈ L1(G). The C∗-algebra of G is
defined to be the completion of the involutive Banach algebra L1(G) with respect to the C∗-
norm
‖F‖C∗ := sup
π∈Gˆ
∥∥π(F)∥∥
op.
The unitary dual space Ĉ∗(G) of the C∗-algebra C∗(G) can be identified with the unitary dual
Gˆ of G. Since connected Lie groups are second countable, the algebra C∗(G) and its dual space
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nets.
If G is amenable, then the left regular representation (λ,L2(G)) of C∗(G) defined by
λ(F )ξ := F ∗ ξ for F ∈ L1(G) and ξ ∈ L2(G) is injective. So we can also identify C∗(G)
with an algebra of convolution operators on the Hilbert space L2(G).
In a recent preprint, the C∗-algebra of the Heisenberg group and of the threadlike groups have
been described as algebras of operator fields (see [9]). This was possible, because the topology
of orbit space g∗/G of these groups is now well understood (see [1]).
In this paper we consider exponential Lie groups G(±) which are semi-direct products
G(±) := R  V , where V is a finite-dimensional real vector space and the reals act diagonally
on the complexification VC with eigenvalues of the form eα(1+iθ), α ∈ R. We assume that there
is at least one eigenvalue with α < 0 and another one with α > 0. We also treat the case of the
groups G(+) = R × V where all the eigenvalues have the same sign.
The C∗-algebra in the case of real eigenvalues has been studied by Xiaolu Wang in [10] (these
groups are there denoted by the symbol G(p,q)). Let us cite part of the review made by Palle
E.T. Jorgensen in MathSciNet of this monograph:
“The author uses foliations in his study of the group C∗-algebras C∗(G(p,q))+: He proves
the existence of a short exact sequence 0 → C∗(U,F ) → C∗(G(p,q))+ → C(S1) → 0 with
the foliation algebra C∗(U,F ) being again described by an exact sequence 0 → C0(Sp−1 ×
Sq−1 × R+) ⊗ K → C∗(U,F ) → C(Sp−1 ∪ Sq−1,K) → 0 where K denotes the algebra of all
compact operators on L2(R). He obtains an alternative description using a “cross” of two short
exact sequences. As a corollary, he gets an independent proof of an earlier result of Do Ngok Zep
on the structure of the C∗-algebra of the “ax + b” group. He also uses this to get C∗(G(p,q))+
as a continuous field of C∗-algebras over some dense open subset of the spectrum ≈ Sp−1 ×
Sq−1 × R+. The last chapter gives a complete description of C∗(G(p,q)) as a subalgebra of
Cb(Sp−1 ×Sq−1 ×[R+,M2(K)]), and this is the basis for the explicit results mentioned above.”
In our approach, we determine the topology of the co-adjoint orbit space g∗(±)/G(±), and
in particular we describe the limit sets of properly converging sequences in this space to find
the correct conditions which the elements in F(C∗(G(±))) inside l∞(Ĝ(±)) must satisfy. There
are four such conditions: (1) the continuity of the fields with respect to the operator norm on
the generic part D and on the singular part S of the dual space, (2) the infinity condition which
tells what happens at infinity to the operators, (3) the generic condition which takes into account
the fact that properly converging sequences (πk)k with limit point π /∈ D have two infinite-
dimensional limit points and a continuum of limit characters and (4) the compact condition which
takes care of the fact that for infinite-dimensional non-generic representations π of G(±), the
operators π(F) for F ∈ L1(G(±)) need not be compact and which tells us how far π(F) is away
from the space of compact operators.
The paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2 we describe the groups G(±),
their Lie algebras g(±) and the co-adjoint orbits in g∗(±). In Section 2.1 we determine the
limit set of a properly converging sequence of co-adjoint orbits (Theorem 2.3). This is the es-
sential step to find the C∗-conditions. In Section 3 we present the irreducible representations
of our group G(±) and of its C∗-algebra. In Section 4 we describe the properties of the oper-
ators π(F), F ∈ L1(G(±)), for infinite-dimensional representations π . In Section 5 we define
our Fourier transform and discover the infinity and generic conditions. In Section 6 we describe
the groups G(+), which are the subgroups of G(±) associated to eigenvalues which are  1
in module, we introduce the compact condition and determine the C∗-algebra of G(+) as al-
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C∗(G(+)) ⊕ C∗(G(−)). This subalgebra will appear in the proof of the main theorem. In Sec-
tion 8, we compute the range of the Fourier transform for the C∗-algebra C∗(G(±)).
We shall use the following notation. Lp(R) denote the space of (almost everywhere equiv-
alence classes) p-integrable functions on R for p = 1,2 with the norm ‖ · ‖p . By ‖f ‖∞ we
denote the supremum norm ‖f ‖∞ := supx∈Ω |f (x)| of a continuous complex-valued function
f vanishing at infinity on a locally compact space Ω . We write B for the space B(L2(R)) of
all bounded linear operators on L2(R). The symbol K(H) represents the algebra of all compact
operators on H, and K = K(L2(R)).
2. The groups G(±)
Let V be a real finite-dimensional vector space and let μ ∈ L(V ) be a linear endomorphism
of V . We assume that μ is exponential, i.e. no eigenvalue of the complexification μC of μ
on VC = V ⊗R C is purely imaginary and that μC is diagonalizable. For λ in the spectrum
of μC, let Vλ,C denote the corresponding eigenspace of μC and let Vλ = (Vλ,C + Vλ,C) ∩ V .
We denote by σ+(μ) the set of eigenvalues λ = α + iβ of μC with α > 0, β  0, and similarly
σ−(μ) = {λ = α + iβ in the spectrum of μC, α < 0, β  0}. We suppose now that σ+(μ) and
σ−(μ) are both nonempty. Let
σ(μ) := σ+(μ)∪ σ−(μ).
This gives us a decomposition
V = V0 ⊕ V+ ⊕ V− =
∑
λ∈σ(μ)
Vλ
of V into μ-invariant subspaces. Accordingly for every v ∈ V we have the decomposition v =∑
λ∈σ(μ) vλ, where vλ ∈ Vλ for λ ∈ σ(μ). Here V0 denotes the kernel of μ, and
V+ =
∑
λ∈σ+(μ)
Vλ, V− =
∑
λ∈σ−(μ)
Vλ.
Write
Vn = V+ ⊕ V−.
We define an action of the group (R,+) on V by
t · v := e−tμv for v ∈ V and t ∈ R,
where, etμ =∑∞j=0 tj μjj ∈ L(V ). This allows to define the (Lie) group G(±) to be the semi-
direct product R  V with the multiplication
(t, v)
(
t ′, v′
)= (t + t ′, t ′ · v + v′).
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(t, v)−1 = (−t,−etμv).
The subspace V0 is then the center of G(±) and the subspaces V,V+ and V− are closed normal
abelian subgroups of G(±).
We identify the Lie algebra g(±) of the Lie group G(±) with the vector space
RX ⊕ V = R × V,
where X = (1,0) and then [
xX + v, x′X + v′]= xμ(v′)− x′μ(v).
This gives us the adjoint action Ad(t, v) of the element (t, v) of G(±) in the following way
Ad(t, v)
(
t ′, v′
)= d
ds
(
(t, v)
(
s
(
t ′, v′
))
(t, v)−1
)
|s=0
= d
ds
((
st ′, e(t−st ′)μv + etμsv′ − etv))|s=0
= (t ′,−t ′etμ(μ(v))+ etμ(v′)).
We identify the dual vector space g∗(±) of g(±) with the space R × V ∗, where V ∗ denotes the
linear dual space of V and we write
V ∗+ :=
{
f ∈ V ∗: f (V−) = {0}
}
, V ∗− :=
{
f ∈ V ∗: f (V+) = {0}
}
and
V ∗ = V ∗0 ⊕ V ∗+ ⊕ V ∗−.
For (t, v) ∈ G(±) and (ρ,f ) ∈ R × V ∗, we have
Ad∗(t, v)(ρ,f ) = (ρ + 〈f,μ(v)〉, e−tμ∗f ).
Hence, the orbit Ω(ρ,f ) of (ρ,f ) is given by
Ω(ρ,f ) =
{(
ρ + 〈f,μ(v)〉, e−tμ∗f ): t ∈ R, v ∈ V }.
In particular, if f (Im(μ)) = {0}, i.e. f (V+) = {0} and f (V−) = {0}, then
Ω(ρ,f ) =
{
(ρ,f )
}
and if f (Im(μ)) = 0, then
Ω(ρ,f ) = R ×
{
e−tμ∗f : t ∈ R}.
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depend on ρ and hence we write
Ω(ρ,f ) = Ωf .
For (t,0) ∈ G(±) and f ∈ V ∗, let
t · f = Ad∗((t,0)f )= e−tμ∗f.
We choose a norm ‖ · ‖ on V ∗ and define a new norm ‖ · ‖1 on V ∗ by
‖f ‖1 :=
∑
λ∈σ(μ)
‖fλ‖
for f =∑λ∈σ(μ) fλ ∈ V ∗.
The real function t → ν(t) = ‖t · f ‖1 is strictly decreasing for f ∈ V ∗+ \ {0} and strictly
increasing for f ∈ V ∗− \ {0}, since its derivative is strictly negative (resp. strictly positive) and its
range is the interval ]0,∞[ in these cases.
We denote by g∗gen the open subset of g∗(±) consisting of all the f = (f0, f+, f−)’s for which
f+ = 0, f− = 0. The subset g∗sin consists of all the f = (f0, f+, f−)’s for which either f+ = 0,
f− = 0 or f+ = 0, f− = 0. Both sets g∗gen and g∗sin are G(±)-invariant. Since
lim
t→+∞ t · f+ = 0, limt→−∞‖t · f+‖1 = +∞
for f+ = 0 and similarly for f− = 0,
lim
t→−∞ t · f− = 0, limt→+∞‖t · f−‖1 = +∞,
we see that for every f = (f0, f+, f−) ∈ g∗gen there exists exactly one element f ′ = (f0, f ′+, f ′−)
in its orbit such that ‖f ′+‖1 = ‖f ′−‖1.
In the same way, for f = (f0, f+,0) (resp. f = (f0,0, f−)) ∈ g∗sin, there exists exactly
one element f ′ = (f0, f ′+,0) (resp. f ′ = (f0,0, f ′−)) in its orbit for which ‖f ′+‖1 = 1 (resp.
‖f ′−‖1 = 1).
Then the orbit space g∗(±)/G(±) can be parametricized by the following sets,
D = {(f0, f+, f−): ‖f+‖1 = ‖f−‖1 = 0},
S+ =
{
(f0, f+,0): ‖f+‖1 = 1
}
, S− =
{
(f0,0, f−): ‖f−‖1 = 1
}
, S = S+ ∪ S−,
X = R × V ∗0 .
We let
O := D ∪ S ∪ X and Γ := D ∪ S ∪ {0n},
where 0n denotes the zero element in V ∗.n
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bijection.
2.1. The topology of the orbit space
We shall use the following description of the convergence of a sequence of co-adjoint orbits
(see [8]).
Proposition 2.2. Let G be a Lie group, g be its Lie algebra and let g∗/G be the space of
co-adjoint orbits of G on the linear dual g∗ of g. Then a sequence (Ωk)k of co-adjoint orbits
converges to an orbit Ω if and only if for any f ∈ Ω there exists an element fk ∈ Ωk for every
k ∈ N such that limk fk = f in g∗.
We now determine the limit set of a properly converging sequence in g∗(±)/G(±).
Theorem 2.3.
(1) A properly converging sequence (Ωfk )k with fk = (fk0, fk+ , fk−) ∈ D has either a unique
limit point Ωf for some f ∈ D and then f = limk fk , or limk(fk+ , fk−) = 0 and then the
limit set L of the sequence is given by
L = {Ω(f0,f+,0),Ω(f0,0,f−),R × {f0}},
where f+ = limk fk+‖fk+‖1 and f− = limk
fk−
‖fk−‖1 and f0 = limk fk0 ∈ V
∗
0 .
(2) A properly converging sequence (Ωfk ) with fk = (fk0 , fk+ , fk−) ∈ S has the limit set
L = {Ωf ,R × {f0}},
where f = limk fk ∈ S and f0 = limk fk0 ∈ V ∗0 .
Proof. Let (fk = (fk0 , fk+ , fk−))k ⊂ g∗(±) be any sequence such that the sequence (Ωfk )k has
limit points in the orbit space g∗(±)/G(±). Then there exists an element f0 ∈ V ∗0 such that every
element in any limit orbit has the form (ρ,f ) with f = (f0, fn) for some fn ∈ V ∗n , since V0 is
the center of the Lie algebra g(±) and all the co-adjoint orbits are constant on V0.
Let Ω = (Ωfk )k be a properly convergent sequence with fk ∈ D for k ∈ N. If the sequence
(fk)k is not bounded, then there is no real sequence (sk)k such that the sequence ((ρk, sk · fk))k
can be bounded either, which is not possible, since Ω is convergent.
Suppose first that the sequence (fk+, fk−)k is not converging to the zero element 0n in V ∗n .
Then, for some subsequence (fkl ), we have that infl{‖fkl+‖1 = ‖fkl−‖1} > 0. Hence, passing
to a new subsequence (also indexed by l for simplicity of notation) we can assume that there
exists some f ∈ D such that liml→∞ fkl = f . Since our sequence is properly convergent, the
orbit Ωf is also a limit point of our sequence of orbits. Hence, by Proposition 2.2, we can choose
a real sequence (sk)k such that limk sk · fk = f . Since f ∈ D, it follows that limk sk = 1 and
therefore limk fk = f . Let Ω(ρ,f ′) be any limit point of Ω . By Proposition 2.2 again, for every
k ∈ N we can choose tk ∈ R such that the sequence ((ρ, tk · fk))k converges to (ρ,f ′). Since
limk fk = f ∈ D, the sequence (tk)k must be bounded and so a subsequence (tkl )l converges to
some t ∈ R and finally (ρ,f ′) = (ρ, t · f ) ∈ Ωf .
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that ‖rk · fk+‖1 = 1 for each k. But then rk goes to −∞ and rk · fk− goes to 0. Passing to a
subsequence (rkl · fk), we find a limit point of it of the form (f0, f+,0) with ‖f+‖1 = 1. In
this way we see that the properly convergent sequence Ωfk has two limit points Ω(f0,f+,0) and
Ω(f0,0,f−) with ‖f+‖1 = ‖f−‖1 = 1. If we find another limit point Ωh for some h ∈ S+, then
r ′k · fk = (r ′k − rk) · (rk · fk) converges to h for some sequence (r ′k)k ⊂ R. But then (r ′k − rk)k
must be bounded and so Ωh ∈ {Ω(f0,f+,0),Ω(f0,0,f−)}. Since limk ‖fk+‖1 = limk ‖fk−‖1 = 0, we
see that the one point orbits {(τ, f0)} for τ ∈ R are also contained in the limit set L.
Take now a properly converging sequence (Ωfk )k with fk ∈ S , k ∈ N. Then a subsequence
(fkl )l converges to some f ∈ S , since the unit sphere in V ∗ is compact. Since we have properly
converging sequences, we know that Ωf is a limit point of the sequence Ωfk and it is the only
limit point contained in S . We can choose any real sequence (rk)k with limk rk = +∞ if f ∈ V ∗+
(resp. limk rk = −∞ if f ∈ V ∗−) and then rk · fk goes to f0 ∈ V ∗0 . This shows that the limit set of
the sequence (Ωfk )k is the set {Ωf , {(τ, f0)}, τ ∈ R}. 
Corollary 2.4. The orbit Ωf for f ∈ D is closed in g∗(±). The closure of the orbit Ωf for
f = (f0, fn) ∈ S is the set {Ωf ,R × {f0}}.
Proof. If ζ ∈ g∗(±) ⊂ Ωf , the closure of Ωf for f ∈ D, then its orbit Ωζ is a limit point of the
constant sequence (Ωf )k , hence by the preceding theorem, Ωζ = Ωf .
For f = (f0, fn) ∈ S , the orbit Ωζ for any ζ ∈ Ωf is contained in the limit set of the constant
sequence (Ωf )k and the element of every limit orbit of this sequence is contained in Ωf . Hence,
by Theorem 2.3, Ωf = {Ωf ,R × {f0}}. 
3. The dual space of G(±)
The Kirillov orbit theory for exponential Lie groups G = expg tells us that for every irre-
ducible unitary representation π of G there exist an  ∈ g∗ and Pukanszky polarization p ⊂ g at
 such that π is equivalent to the induced representation π,p = indGP χ of the unitary character
χ = e−2πi◦log|P of P = expp. Furthermore for two linear functionals , ′ on g and Pukanszky
polarizations p at  (resp. p′ at ′), the representations π,p and π′,p′ are equivalent if and only
if  and ′ are contained in the same G-orbit. Furthermore the topology of Gˆ and the natural
topology on the orbit space g∗(±)/G(±) coincide in the following sense. Let [π] denote the
unitary equivalence class of a unitary representation π of G. The Kirillov map
K : g∗ → Gˆ;  → [π,p],
induces a homeomorphism of the orbit space onto Gˆ (see [8] for details).
In our case for ζ = (ρ,f ) ∈ R × (D ∪ S), the only Pukanszky polarization p at ζ is given
by the abelian ideal V of g(±) and so we obtain the irreducible representation πf = indG(±)V χf ,
where χf is the unitary character given by χf (v) = e−2πif (v) for v ∈ V .
If ζ = (ρ,f0) with f0 ∈ V ∗0 , then the corresponding irreducible representation of G is one-
dimensional, i.e. a unitary character, which we denote by χζ .
Hence the unitary dual can be parametrized by the set O. We have the generic set
Dˆ := {πf : f ∈ D}.
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Let
Sˆ := {πf : f ∈ S} and Xˆ := {χζ : ζ ∈ X }.
Then Xˆ is the closed subset of Ĝ(±) consisting of the one-dimensional representations of G(±)
and Sˆ represents infinite-dimensional representations of G(±) which are contained in the bound-
ary of Dˆ. Applying the fact that the spaces g∗(±)/G(±) and Ĝ(±) are homeomorphic, we obtain
the following property of the topology of Ĝ(±).
Theorem 3.1. A properly converging sequence (πfk )k ⊂ Dˆ has either a unique limit point πf
with f ∈ D, or the limit set given by
L = {π(f0,f+,0), π(f0,0,f−), χ(ρ,f0): ρ ∈ R}
for some f0 ∈ V ∗0 , f+ ∈ V ∗+ \ {0} and f− ∈ V ∗− \ {0}.
A properly converging sequence (πfk )k with fk ∈ S has the limit set
L = {πf ,χ(ρ,f0): ρ ∈ R}
for some f = (f0, fn) ∈ S and f0 ∈ V ∗0 .
Corollary 3.2. For every a ∈ C∗(G(±)), the operator πf (a) is compact for f ∈ D, and if f =
(f0, fn) ∈ S then πf is compact if and only if χ(ρ,f0)(a) = 0 for every ρ ∈ R.
Proof. Since the Kirillov bijection is a homeomorphism, for ζ ∈ g∗ the co-adjoint orbit Ωζ of
an exponential Lie group G is closed if and only if kerπζ , the kernel of the representation πζ
in C∗(G), is maximal. Since πζ (C∗(G)) always contains non-trivial operators, the fact that the
orbit is closed is equivalent to the fact that for every a ∈ C∗(G) the operator πζ (a) is compact.
If the orbit Ωζ is not closed, then the two-sided closed ideal Kζ of C∗(G) consisting of all a’s
in C∗(G) such that πζ (a) is compact has the property that it is minimal modulo kerπζ . Hence
Kζ =⋂π ′∈πζ \π kerπ ′. Therefore in our case, by Corollary 2.4, for f ∈ D, we have that πf (a)
is always compact. And for f = (f0, fn) ∈ S , πf (a) is compact if and only if χ(ρ,f0)(a) = 0 for
all ρ ∈ R. 
4. Properties of the representations πf , f ∈ D ∪ S
Definition 4.1. We denote by L1c the subspace of L1(G(±)) consisting of all F ’s in L1(G(±))
for which Fˆ 2 ∈ C∞c (R × V ∗), where Fˆ 2 is the partial Fourier transform of F in the second
variable.
This space L1c is dense in L1(G(±)) and hence is also dense in C∗(G(±)).
Let f ∈ D ∪ S , then πf = indG(±)V χf acts on the Hilbert space L2(R). Let us compute the
operators πf (F ) for F ∈ C∗(G(±)) explicitly.
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πf (t, v)ξ(s) = ξ
(
(t, v)−1(s,0)
)= ξ((−t,−etv)(s,0))
= ξ((s − t,0) · (0,−e−sμ+tμv))
= e−2iπf (e(−s+t)μv) · ξ(s − t).
Hence
πf (F )ξ(s) =
∫
G
F(g)πf (g)ξ(s) dg
=
∫
R
∫
V
F (t, v)πf (t, v)ξ(s) dt dv
=
∫
R
∫
V
F (t, v)e−2iπf (e(−s+t)μv)ξ(s − t) dt dv
=
∫
R
Fˆ 2
(
t + s, etμf )ξ(−t) dt
=
∫
R
Fˆ 2
(
s − t, e−tμf )ξ(t) dt
=
∫
R
Fˆ 2(s − t, t · f )ξ(t) dt,
where t · f := e−tμf . That is,
πf (F )ξ(s) =
∫
R
Ff (s, t)ξ(t) dt, (2)
where Ff (s, t) := Fˆ 2(s − t, t · f ).
Proposition 4.2. Let a ∈ C∗(G(±)). The mapping f → πf (a) is norm-continuous on D ∪S and
limf→∞ ‖πf (a)‖op = 0 on D.
Proof. For f ∈ D, since limt→∞ ‖t ·f ‖1 = +∞, by (2), πf (F ) is a Hilbert–Schmidt operator if
F ∈ L1c . Therefore πf (C∗(G(±))) is compact on L2(R). Moreover, for f and f ′ ∈ D, we have
that
∥∥πf (F )− πf ′(F )∥∥2H.S = ∫ ∣∣Ff (s, t)− Ff ′(s, t)∣∣2 ds dt
=
∫ ∣∣Fˆ 2(s − t, e−tμf )− Fˆ 2(s − t, e−tμf ′)∣∣2 ds dt
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∫ ∣∣Fˆ 2(s, e−tμf )− Fˆ 2(s, e−tμf ′)∣∣2 ds dt
→ 0 if f → f ′ in D.
This shows in particular that the mapping f → πf (a) is continuous on D for a ∈ C∗(G(±)).
Furthermore, for F ∈ L1c(G(±)) the function
f → ∥∥πf (F )∥∥2H.S = ∫ ∣∣Fˆ 2(s − t, e−tμf )∣∣2 ds dt
is of compact support on D. Therefore it follows that limf→∞ ‖πf (a)‖op = 0 for every a ∈
C∗(G(±)).
If now a sequence (fk)k ⊂ S converges to some f ∈ S+, we see by Young’s inequality that
for F ∈ L1c ,
∥∥πfk (F )− πf (F )∥∥op  max( sup
s∈R
(∫
R
∣∣Fˆ 2(s − t, t · fk)− Fˆ 2(s − t, t · f )∣∣dt),
sup
t∈R
(∫
R
∣∣Fˆ 2(s − t, t · fk)− Fˆ 2(s − t, t · f )∣∣ds))
 max
(
sup
s∈R
( ∞∫
−C
∣∣Fˆ 2(s − t, t · fk)− Fˆ 2(s − t, t · f )∣∣dt),
sup
t∈R
( +C∫
−C
∣∣Fˆ 2(s, t · fk)− Fˆ 2(s, t · f )∣∣ds))
 max
(
sup
s∈R
( ∞∫
−C
C‖t · fk − t · f ‖α(s − t) dt
)
,
sup
t∈R
( +C∫
−C
‖t · fk − t · f ‖ds
))
→ 0 as k → ∞,
since |Fˆ 2(s − t, t · fk) − Fˆ 2(s − t, t · f )| C‖t · fk − t · f ‖α(s − t) for some 0 α ∈ Cc(R)
and some constant C > 0. Therefore we have that
lim
k→∞
∥∥πfk (a)− πf (a)∥∥op = 0 (3)
for every a ∈ C∗(G(±)). 
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Definition 5.1. For any a ∈ C∗(G(±)), let Φ(a) be the element of C∗(R × V0) defined by
Φ̂(a)(ζ ) := 〈χζ , a〉 for ζ ∈ R × V ∗0 . The mapping Φ : C∗(G(±)) → C∗(R × V0) is a surjec-
tive homomorphism. Let the kernel of Φ be denoted by IX , then C∗(G(±))/IX  C∗(R × V0).
For η ∈ Cc(G(±)), the element Φ(η) ∈ C∗(R × V0) is the Cc-function
Φ(η)(t, v0) =
∫
Vn
η(t, v0, v) dv for (t, v0) ∈ R × V0.
Choose q ∈ Cc(Vn) with q  0 and
∫
Vn
q(v) dv = 1, define the mapping β : Cc(R × V0) →
Cc(G(±)) ⊂ C∗(G(±)) by
β(ϕ)(s, v0, vn) = ϕ(s, v0)q(vn) for ϕ ∈ Cc(R × V0) and vn ∈ Vn.
We see from (2) that for f ∈ D ∪ S ,
πf
(
β(ϕ)
)
ξ(s) =
∫
R
ϕ(s − t)qˆ(t · f )ξ(t) dt for ξ ∈ L2(R) and s ∈ R.
Since ‖qˆ‖∞ = 1, hence
∥∥πf (β(ϕ))ξ∥∥2  ‖ϕˆ‖∞
√√√√∫
R
∣∣qˆ(t · f )ξ(t)∣∣2 dt  ‖ϕˆ‖∞‖ξ‖2.
Therefore we can extend the linear mapping β to the Banach space C∗(R × V0) (we denote this
extension also by β) and then β : C∗(R × V0) → C∗(G(±)) is bounded.
Furthermore, for a unitary character χ(ρ,f0) of G(±) we have that
〈
χ(ρ,f0), β(ϕ)
〉= ∫
R×V0×Vn
e−2πi(ρt+〈f0,v0〉)ϕ(t, v0)q(vn) dvn dt dv0
=
∫
R×V0
e−2πi(ρt+〈f0,v0〉)ϕ(t, v0) dt dv0
= ϕˆ(ρ, f0) for ϕ ∈ Cc(R × V0). (4)
Lemma 5.2. For every ϕ ∈ C∗(R × V0), we have that Φ(β(ϕ)) = ϕ.
Proof. Indeed, by (4), Φ̂(β(ϕ)) = ϕˆ, hence Φ(β(ϕ)) = ϕ by the definition of the mapping Φ in
Definition 5.1. 
Definition 5.3. The Fourier transform aˆ = F(a) of an element a ∈ C∗(G(±)) is defined as the
field of bounded linear operators defined over the set Γ = D ∪ S ∪ {0n} by
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aˆ(f ) = F(a)(f ) := πf (a) ∈ B
(
L2(R)
)
for f ∈ S;
aˆ(0n) = F(a)(0n) := Φ(a) ∈ C∗(R × V0),
where Φ is defined in Definition 5.1.
For s < t ∈ R ∪ {±∞}, denote by M(s,t) the multiplication operator on L2(R) with the char-
acteristic function of the interval (s, t).
Definition 5.4. Let A = (A(γ ), γ ∈ Γ ) be an operator field.
(1) We say that A satisfies the continuity condition if the mapping f → A(f ) is norm continuous
on D ∪ S .
(2) We say that A satisfies the infinity condition if ‖A(f )‖op converges to 0 if f goes to ∞
in D, and if for every pair of real sequences (Rk)k, (Sk)k such that Rk > Sk → +∞,
limk(Rk − Sk) = ∞ we have that
lim
k
sup
f∈D∪S
∥∥M(−∞,−Rk) ◦A(f ) ◦M(−Sk,∞)∥∥op = 0
and
lim
k
sup
f∈D∪S
∥∥M(Rk,∞) ◦A(f ) ◦M(−∞,Sk)∥∥op = 0,
and the same is true for the field A∗.
Definition 5.5. Let F ∗(G(±)) be the space of all uniformly bounded operator fields A defined
over the set Γ having the properties that:
(1) A(f ) ∈ K for f ∈ D,
(2) A(f ) ∈ B for f ∈ S ,
(3) A(0n) ∈ C∗(R × V0), and
(4) A satisfies the continuity and infinity conditions.
We define a norm ‖ · ‖∞ on F ∗(G(±)) by
‖A‖∞ := sup
γ∈Γ
∥∥A(γ )∥∥
op.
Proposition 5.6. The vector space F ∗(G(±)) is a C∗-algebra which contains the algebra
F(C∗(G(±))).
Proof. In order to show that F ∗(G(±)) is an algebra, it suffices to prove that for A and
B ∈ F ∗(G(±)) the operator field A ◦ B also satisfies the infinity condition. It is clear that
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dition, choose a sequence (R′k)k such that Rk > R′k > Sk for all k ∈ N and limk(Rk − R′k) = ∞,
limk(R′k − Sk) = ∞. Then
M(−∞,−Rk) ◦A(f ) ◦B(f ) ◦M(−Sk,∞)
= M(−∞,−Rk) ◦A(f ) ◦ (M(−∞,−R′k) +M(−R′k,∞)) ◦B(f ) ◦M(−Sk,∞)
= M(−∞,−Rk) ◦A(f ) ◦
(
M(−∞,−R′k) ◦B(f ) ◦M(−Sk,∞)
)
+ (M(−∞,−Rk) ◦A(f ) ◦M(−R′k,∞)) ◦B(f ) ◦M(−Sk,∞)
and hence
∥∥M(−∞,−Rk) ◦A(f ) ◦B(f ) ◦M(−Sk,∞)∥∥op

∥∥M(−∞,−Rk) ◦A(f ) ◦ (M(−∞,−R′k) ◦B(f ) ◦M(−Sk,∞))∥∥op
+ ∥∥(M(−∞,−Rk) ◦A(f ) ◦M(−R′k,∞)) ◦B(f ) ◦M(−Sk,∞)∥∥op

∥∥M(−∞,−R′k) ◦B(f ) ◦M(−Sk,∞)∥∥op‖A‖∞
+ ∥∥M(−∞,−Rk) ◦A(f ) ◦M(−R′k,∞)∥∥op‖B‖∞.
It is clear that F ∗(G(±)) is complete and hence is a C∗-algebra. On the other hand, by Propo-
sition 4.2 we know that for a ∈ C∗(G(±)), F(a)(f ) goes to 0 if f tends to ∞ in D. Moreover,
for F ∈ L1c we have the identity
M(−∞,−Rk) ◦ πf (F ) ◦M(−Sk,∞)(t)ξ(s) =
∞∫
−∞
1(−∞,−Rk)(s)1(−Sk,∞)(t)Fˆ 2(s − t, t · f )ξ(t) dt
for ξ ∈ L2(R), s, t ∈ R and f ∈ V ∗. Since limk(Rk − Sk) = +∞, it follows that
1(−∞,−Rk)(s)1(−Sk,∞)(t)Fˆ 2(s − t, t · f ) = 0, s, t ∈ R,
for k large enough. Hence M(−∞,−Rk) ◦ πf (F ) ◦ M(−Sk,∞) = 0 for every f ∈ D ∪ S and for k
large enough. Similarly for the third approximation in the infinity condition. Therefore F(L1c) ⊂
F ∗(G(±)), and by the density of L1c in C∗(G(±)) we have F(C∗(G(±))) ⊂ F ∗(G(±)). 
Definition 5.7. Let (Ωfk )k (fk = (fk0 , fk+ , fk−) ∈ D for all k) be a properly converging sequence
in Ĝ(±), whose limit set contains the orbits Ω(f0,f+,0) and Ω(f0,0,f−). Let rk, sk ∈ R be such that‖rk · fk+‖1 = 1 and ‖sk · fk−‖1 = 1 for k ∈ N. Then limk rk = −∞ and limk sk = +∞. Choose
two positive sequences (ρk)k, (σk)k such that ρk > sk,−rk < σk for all k ∈ N, limk→∞ ρk − sk =
∞, limk→∞ σk + rk = ∞ and limk→∞ ρk−skrk = 0, limk→∞ σk+rksk = 0. We say that the sequences
(ρk, σk)k are adapted to the sequence (fk)k .
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∗
fk+‖1 goes
to 0 as k goes to ∞, since ‖e(ρk−sk)μ∗fk+‖1 = ‖e(
ρk−sk
rk
)rkμ
∗
fk+‖1 and for any sequence (k)k
tending to 0, we have that limk→∞ ‖ekrkμ∗fk+‖1 = 0. Similarly, it follows from the condition
limk→∞ σk+rksk = 0 that limk→∞ ‖e(σk+rk)μ
∗
fk−‖1 = 0.
Definition 5.9. For r ∈ R, let U(r) be the unitary operator on L2(R) defined by
U(r)ξ(s) := ξ(s + r) for all ξ ∈ L2(R) and s ∈ R.
Definition 5.10. Let A = (A(f ) ∈ B, f ∈ Γ ) be a field of bounded operators. We say that A
satisfies the generic condition if for every properly converging sequence (πfk )k ⊂ Ĝ(±) with
fk ∈ D for every k ∈ N, which admits limit points π(f0,0,f−), π(f0,f+,0) and for every pair of
sequences (ρk, σk)k adapted to the sequence (fk)k we have that
(1)
lim
k→∞
∥∥U(rk) ◦A(fk) ◦U(−rk) ◦M(−∞,σk) −A(f0, f+,0) ◦M(−∞,σk)∥∥op = 0,
(2)
lim
k→∞
∥∥U(sk) ◦A(fk) ◦U(−sk) ◦M(−ρk,∞) −A(f0,0, f−) ◦M(−ρk,∞)∥∥op = 0.
Proposition 5.11. Let A and B be two operator fields in F ∗(G(±)) satisfying the generic and
infinity conditions. Then A ◦B satisfies the generic condition.
Proof. Let fk = (fk0 , fk+ , fk−) ∈ D for all k ∈ N. Then
U(sk) ◦A(fk) ◦B(fk) ◦U(−sk) ◦M(−ρk,∞)
−A(f0,0, f−) ◦B(f0,0, f−) ◦M(−ρk,∞)
= U(sk) ◦A(fk) ◦U(−sk) ◦B(f0,0, f−) ◦M(−ρk,∞)
−A(f0,0, f−) ◦B(f0,0, f−) ◦M(−ρk,∞)
+U(sk) ◦A(fk) ◦U(−sk) ◦
(
U(sk) ◦B(fk) ◦U(−sk) ◦M(−ρk,∞)
−B(f0,0, f−) ◦M(−ρk,∞)
)
.
Hence
lim
k
∥∥U(sk) ◦A(fk) ◦B(fk) ◦U(−sk) ◦M(−ρk,∞)
−A(f0,0, f−) ◦B(f0,0, f−) ◦M(−ρk,∞)
∥∥
op
 lim
∥∥U(sk) ◦A(fk) ◦U(−sk) ◦B(f0,0, f−) ◦M(−ρk,∞)k
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∥∥
op
+ lim
k
∥∥U(sk) ◦A(fk) ◦U(−sk) ◦ (U(sk) ◦B(fk) ◦U(−sk) ◦M(−ρk,∞)
−B(f0,0, f−) ◦M(−ρk,∞)
)∥∥
op
 lim
k
∥∥U(sk) ◦A(fk) ◦U(−sk) ◦B(f0,0, f−) ◦M(−ρk,∞)
−A(f0,0, f−) ◦B(f0,0, f−) ◦M(−ρk,∞)
∥∥
op + δk,
where
δk :=
∥∥U(sk) ◦A(fk) ◦U(−sk) ◦ (U(sk) ◦B(fk) ◦U(−sk) ◦M(−ρk,∞)
−B(f0,0, f−) ◦M(−ρk,∞)
)∥∥
op
tends to 0 as k goes to infinity by the generic condition on the field B . Furthermore, choosing an
adapted sequence (ρ′k)k such that ρ′k > ρk > σk for k ∈ N and limk(ρ′k − ρk) = +∞, we obtain
for
ηk := U(sk) ◦A(fk) ◦U(−sk) ◦B(f0,0, f−) ◦M(−ρk,∞)
−A(f0,0, f−) ◦B(f0,0, f−) ◦M(−ρk,∞)
that
‖ηk‖op 
∥∥U(sk) ◦A(fk) ◦U(−sk) ◦M(−ρ′k,∞) ◦B(f0,0, f−) ◦M(−ρk,∞)
−A(f0,0, f−) ◦M(−ρ′k,∞) ◦B(f0,0, f−) ◦M(−ρk,∞)
∥∥
op
+ ∥∥U(sk) ◦A(fk) ◦U(−sk) ◦M(−∞,−ρ′k) ◦B(f0,0, f−) ◦M(−ρk,∞)
−A(f0,0, f−) ◦M(−∞,−ρ′k) ◦B(f0,0, f−) ◦M(−ρk,∞)
∥∥
op

∥∥U(sk) ◦A(fk) ◦U(−sk) ◦M(−ρ′k,∞) −A(f0,0, f−) ◦M(−ρ′k,∞)∥∥op
× ∥∥B(f0,0, f−) ◦M(−ρk,∞)∥∥op
+ ∥∥U(sk) ◦A(fk) ◦U(−sk)−A(f0,0, f−)∥∥op
× ∥∥M(−∞,−ρ′k) ◦B(f0,0, f−) ◦M(−ρk,∞)∥∥op.
Hence by the generic condition for the field A and the infinity condition for the field B ,
limk ‖ηk‖op = 0. Similar estimations hold for the first generic approximation. Hence the field
A ◦B also satisfies the generic condition. 
Proposition 5.12. For every a ∈ C∗(G(±)), the operator field F(a) satisfies the generic condi-
tion.
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have that
U(sk) ◦ Fˆ (fk) ◦U(−sk) ◦M(−ρk,∞)(ξ)(s) =
∞∫
−ρk
Fˆ 2
(
s − t, (t + sk) · fk
)
ξ(t) dt.
Hence, by Young’s inequality,
∥∥U(sk) ◦ Fˆ (fk) ◦U(−sk) ◦M(−ρk,∞) − Fˆ (f0,0, f−) ◦M(−ρk,∞)∥∥op
max
(
sup
s∈R
∣∣∣∣∣
∞∫
−ρk
Fˆ 2
(
s − t, (t + sk) · fk
)− Fˆ 2(s − t, t · (f0,0, f−))dt
∣∣∣∣∣,
sup
t∈R
∣∣∣∣∣
∞∫
−ρk
Fˆ 2
(
s − t, (t + sk) · fk
)− Fˆ 2(s − t, t · (f0,0, f−))ds
∣∣∣∣∣
)
.
Since F ∈ L1c , it follows that there exists a function 0 g ∈ Cc(R) such that
∣∣Fˆ 2(s − t, (t + sk) · fk)− Fˆ 2(s − t, t · (f0,0, f−))∣∣
= ∣∣Fˆ 2(s − t, f0, e(−t−sk)μ∗fk+ , e(−t−sk)μ∗fk−)− Fˆ 2(s − t, f0,0, e−tμ∗f−)∣∣

(∥∥e(−t−sk)μ∗fk+∥∥1 + ∥∥e−tμ∗f− − e(−t−sk)μ∗fk−∥∥1)g(s − t) for all s, t ∈ R and k ∈ N,
and there exists M > 0 such that
Fˆ 2
(
s − t, f0, e(−t−sk)μ∗fk+ , e(−t−sk)μ
∗
fk−
)− Fˆ 2(s − t, f0,0, e−tμ∗f−)= 0
for t > M and s ∈ R, and Fˆ 2(u,h) = 0 for any h ∈ V and |u| > M . Furthermore, we have that
limk e−skμ
∗
fk− = f− by Proposition 2.3. Hence
sup
s∈R
∣∣∣∣∣
∞∫
−ρk
Fˆ 2
(
s − t, f0, e(−t−sk)μ∗fk+ , e(−t−sk)μ
∗
fk−
)− Fˆ 2(s − t, f0,0, e−tμ∗f−)dt
∣∣∣∣∣
 sup
s∈R
M∫
−ρk
(∥∥e(ρk−sk)μ∗fk+∥∥1 + ∥∥e−tμ∗f− − e(−t−sk)μ∗fk−∥∥1)g(s − t) dt
→ 0 as k → ∞, (5)
and
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t∈R
∣∣∣∣∣
∞∫
−ρk
Fˆ 2
(
s − t, (t + sk) · fk
)− Fˆ 2(s − t, t · (f0,0, f−))ds
∣∣∣∣∣
= sup
t∈[−ρk−M,M]
∣∣∣∣∣
∞∫
−ρk
Fˆ 2
(
s − t, f0, e(−t−sk)μ∗fk+ , e(−t−sk)μ
∗
fk−
)
− Fˆ 2(s − t, f0,0, e−tμ∗f−)ds
∣∣∣∣∣
 sup
t∈[−ρk−M,M]
∣∣∣∣∣
∞∫
−ρk
(∥∥e(ρk+M−sk)μ∗fk+∥∥1 + ∥∥e−tμ∗f− − e(−t−sk)μ∗fk−∥∥1)g(s − t) ds
∣∣∣∣∣
 sup
t∈[−ρk−M,M]
(∥∥e(ρk+M−sk)μ∗fk+∥∥1 + ∥∥e−tμ∗f− − e(−t−sk)μ∗fk−∥∥1)
∞∫
−∞
g(s) ds
→ 0 as k → ∞.
This shows that the second approximation in the generic condition holds for F ∈ L1c . Similarly
for the first approximation in the generic condition. Since L1c is dense in C∗(G(±)), the proof
follows. 
6. The groups G(+), G(−) and their C∗-algebras
Definition 6.1. The group G(+) := R  (V0 × V+) is defined to be the subgroup of G(±) and
similarly G(−) := R  (V0 × V−).
We consider rather both groups as quotient groups of G(±), this is,
G(+) = G(±)/V− and G(−) = G(±)/V+.
The quotient mapping
p+ : G(±) → G(+); (t, v0, v+, v−) → (t, v0, v+)  (t, v0, v+, v−) modulo V−
maps G(±) onto G(+) and similarly for the corresponding mapping p− : G(±) → G(−).
We obtain then surjective homomorphisms P+ : C∗(G(±)) → C∗(G(+)) (resp.
P− :C∗(G(±)) → C∗(G(−))), where for η ∈ Cc(G(±)) the element P+(η) (resp. P−(η)) is
a Cc-function defined by
P+(η)(t, v0, v+) :=
∫
V−
η(t, v0, v+, v) dv, v0 ∈ V0, v+ ∈ V+, t ∈ R,
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P−(η)(t, v0, v−) :=
∫
V+
η(t, v0, v, v−) dv, v0 ∈ V0, v− ∈ V−, t ∈ R.
According to Kirillov’s theory, the dual space Ĝ(+) (resp. Ĝ(−)) consists of the irreducible
infinite-dimensional representations πf = indGV χf for f = (f0, f+) ∈ V ∗0 ×V ∗+ with ‖f+‖1 = 1
i.e. f ∈ S+ (resp. f ∈ S−) and the unitary characters χζ for ζ ∈ R × V ∗0 .
Similar to Definition 5.1, for any a ∈ C∗(G(+)) (b ∈ C∗(G(−))) we define the surjective
homomorphism Φ+ : C∗(G(+)) → C∗(R × V0) (resp. Φ− : C∗(G(−)) → C∗(R × V0)) by
Φˆ+(a)(ζ ) := 〈χζ , a〉
(
resp. Φˆ−(b)(ζ ) := 〈χζ , b〉
)
.
Definition 6.2. Let A = (A(f ) ∈ B, f ∈ Γ ) be a field of bounded operators. We say that A
satisfies the compact condition if A(f )−πf (β(A(0n))) ∈ K for every f ∈ S , where β : C∗(R×
V0) → C∗(G(±)) is given in Definition 5.1.
Remark 6.3. Then β+ : C∗(R × V0) → C∗(G(+)) (resp. β− : C∗(R × V0) → C∗(G(−))) de-
fined by β+ := P+ ◦β (resp. β− := P− ◦β) is a bounded linear mapping such that Φ+(β+(ϕ)) =
ϕ (resp. Φ−(β−(ϕ)) = ϕ) for ϕ ∈ C∗(R × V0).
Note that for f = (f0, f+,0) (resp. f = (f0,0, f−)) in S and a ∈ C∗(G(±)), the operator
πf (a) is equal to π(f0,f+)(P+(a)) (resp. π(f0,f−)(P−(a))) and πf (β(a(0n))) =
π(f0,f+)(β+(P+(a)(0n))) (resp. πf (β(a(0n))) = π(f0,f−)(β−(P−(a)(0n)))).
6.1. The C∗-algebra of G(+) and G(−)
Definition 6.4. We denote by D∗(G(+)) (resp. D∗(G(−))) the space of all operator fields A
defined over S+ ∪ {0n} (resp. S− ∪ {0n}) which satisfy the following conditions:
(1) A(f ) ∈ B(L2(R)) for f ∈ S+ (resp. f ∈ S−).
(2) The mapping f → A(f ) is norm continuous on S+ (resp. on S−).
(3) A and A∗ satisfy the compact condition, which means that A(f ) − πf (β+(A(0n))) ∈ K for
f ∈ S+ (resp. A(f )− πf (β−(A(0n))) ∈ K for f ∈ S−) and similarly for A∗.
We provide the space D∗(G(+)) and D∗(G(−)) with the norms ‖A‖ := supf∈S+∪{0n}‖A(f )‖op
and ‖A‖ := supf∈S−∪{0n}‖A(f )‖op, respectively.
Definition 6.5. We define the Fourier transform F : C∗(G(+)) → D∗(G(+)) by
F(a)(γ ) := aˆ(γ ) :=
{
πf (a) ∈ B(L2(R)) for γ = f ∈ S+,
Φ+(a) ∈ C∗(R × V0) for γ = 0n.
Proposition 6.6. For any a ∈ C∗(G(+)) we have that aˆ ∈ D∗(G(+)).
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S → B(L2(R)) :f → πf (F ) is norm continuous. Furthermore, for the element H := F −
β(Φ+(F )) ∈ Cc(G(+)) we have that
〈χ(ρ,f0),H 〉 =
∫
R×V0×Vn
(
F(t, v0, vn)
−
( ∫
Vn
F (t, v0,wn)dwn
)
q(vn)
)
e−2πi(ρt+〈f0,v0〉) dv0 dvn dt
=
∫
R×V0×Vn
F (t, v0, vn)e
−2πi(ρt+〈f0,v0〉) dv0 dvn dt
−
∫
R×V0
( ∫
Vn
F (t, v0,wn)dwn
)
e−2πi(ρt+〈f0,v0〉) dv0 dt
∫
Vn
q(vn) dvn
=
∫
R×V0×Vn
(
F(t, v0,wn)− F(t, v0,wn)
)
e−2πi(ρt+〈f0,v0〉) dv0 dwn dt
= 0 for ρ ∈ R and f0 ∈ V ∗0 .
By Corollary 3.2, πf (F − β(Φ+(F ))) is compact for each f ∈ S . Since Cc(G(+)) is dense in
C∗(G(+)), the mapping β is bounded and Φ+(F ) = F(0n) for F ∈ Cc(G(+)), every operator
field aˆ for a ∈ C∗(G(+)) satisfies the continuity and the compact condition. 
Proposition 6.7. The space D∗(G(+)) is a C∗-algebra containing F(C∗(G(+))) as a C∗-
subalgebra.
Proof. In order to see that the space D∗(G(+)) is complete, let (Ak)k ⊂ D∗(G(+)) be a
Cauchy sequence. Then for every γ ∈ S+ ∪ {0n} the sequence (Ak(γ ))k is a Cauchy sequence
in B(L2(R)) (resp. in C∗(R × V0)). Hence we have an operator field A(f ) := limk Ak(f ) ∈
B(L2(R)) for f ∈ S+ and A(0n) := limk Ak(0n) ∈ C∗(R × V0). Since A is a uniform limit, it
follows that the map f → A(f ) is norm continuous on S+. Furthermore, for every f ∈ S+, we
have that A(f )−πf (β(A(0n))) = limk Ak(f )−πf (β(Ak(0n))) ∈ K. Hence A is an element of
D∗(G(+)).
To see that D∗(G(+)) is a ∗-algebra, let A, B be two elements of D∗(G(+)). It is clear that
A+B , A∗ are also contained in D∗(G(+)) and that the mapping f → A(f )◦B(f ) is continuous
on S+. Since
A(f ) ◦B(f )− πf
(
β
(
A(0n)
)) ◦ πf (β(B(0n)))
= A(f ) ◦B(f )− πf
(
β
(
A(0n)
)) ◦B(f )
+ πf
(
β
(
A(0n)
)) ◦B(f )− πf (β(A(0n))) ◦ πf (β(B(0n)))
∈ K,
it suffices to see that πf (β(A(0n))) ◦ πf (β(B(0n)))− πf (β((A ·B)(0n))) ∈ K for f ∈ S+.
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Since C∗(G(+)) is an algebra, we have that
πf
(
β
(
A(0n)
)) ◦ πf (β(B(0n)))− πf (β((A ·B)(0n)))
= πf
(
β
(
aˆ(0n)
)) ◦ πf (β(bˆ(0n)))− πf (β((a · b)ˆ(0n)))
= πf
(
β
(
aˆ(0n)
)) ◦ πf (β(bˆ(0n)))− aˆ(f ) ◦ bˆ(f )
+ (a · b)ˆ(f )− πf
(
β
(
(a · b)ˆ(0n)
))
∈ K.
The proof is therefore finished. 
Theorem 6.8. The Fourier transform F maps C∗(G(+)) onto D∗(G(+)).
Proof. We know from Proposition 6.7 that F(C∗(G(+))) is contained in D∗(G(+)). Let us
show that the C∗-algebra D∗(G(+)) is of type I and that its dual space coincides with Ĝ(+). Let
C(S+,K) be the C∗-algebra of all continuous maps A : S+ → K from the compact space S+ to
the algebra K of all compact operators on the Hilbert space L2(R). We can identify C(S+,K)
with the subalgebra of D∗(G(+)) of all operator fields A for which A(f ) ∈ K for f ∈ S+ in the
following sense.
Let RX : D∗(G(+)) → C∗(R × V0) be the restriction map defined by RX (A) := A(0n) for
A ∈ D∗(G(+)). The kernel IX of this homomorphism is given by
IX :=
{
A ∈ D∗(G(+)): A(0n) = 0}
= {A ∈ D∗(G(+)): A(f ) ∈ K for all f ∈ S+}(
by the compact condition of all operator fields in D∗
(
G(+))).
Hence, we can identify in this way the ideal IX with the algebra C(S+,K).
For every f ∈ S+, we have an irreducible representation δf of D∗(G(+)) defined by
δf (A) := A(f ) for every A ∈ D∗(G(+)). Furthermore the character χζ of D∗(G(+)) is defined
by 〈χζ ,A〉 := 〈χζ ,A(0n)〉 for A ∈ D∗(G(+)) and ζ ∈ R × V ∗0 .
Let π ∈ Ĝ(+). If π is not 0 on IX , then π determines an irreducible representation of the
algebra C(S+,K) and hence there exists an f ∈ S+ such that π(A) = A(f ) for A ∈ IX . But
then π = δf , since IX is a two-sided ideal.
If π(IX ) = {0}, then we can identify π with an irreducible representation of the algebra
D∗(G(+))/IX  range(RX ) = C∗(R×V0). Hence π is a character of C∗(R×V0) and therefore
π = χζ for some ζ ∈ R × V ∗0 .
We can now apply the Stone–Weierstrass Theorem, which tells us that F(C∗(G(+))) =
D∗(G(+)). 
7. The algebra D∗±
Definition 7.1. We define the space D∗± as the subspace of D∗(G(+)) ⊕ D∗(G(−)) consisting
of all pairs (A,B) ∈ D∗(G(+)) ⊕ D∗(G(−)) such that A(0n) = B(0n) ∈ C∗(R × V0), where
D∗(G(+)) and D∗(G(−)) are defined in Definition 6.4.
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Proof. It is known from Proposition 6.7 that D∗(G(+)) (resp. D∗(G(−))) is a C∗-algebra, and
D∗± is obviously a closed ∗-subalgebra of D∗(G(+))⊕D∗(G(−)). 
Definition 7.3. Let C∗(G±) be the C∗-subalgebra of C∗(G(+)) ⊕ C∗(G(−)) consisting of all
pairs (a, b) ∈ C∗(G(+)) ⊕ C∗(G(−)) such that Φ+(a) = Φ−(b), where Φ+ : C∗(G(+)) →
C∗(R × V0) and Φ− : C∗(G(−)) → C∗(R × V0) are the surjective homomorphisms defined by
Φˆ+(a)(ζ ) = 〈χζ , a〉 and Φˆ−(b)(ζ ) = 〈χζ , b〉 in Section 6.
Proposition 7.4. The algebras D∗± and C∗(G±) are isomorphic.
Proof. We know from Section 6 that the algebra C∗(G(+)) is isomorphic to the algebra
D∗(G(+)) of operator fields. Hence we have a homomorphism J from C∗(G±) into D∗± given
by
J (a, b) := (aˆ, bˆ) on S and J (a, b)(0n) := a(0n)
(= b(0n)).
This mapping J is clearly bijective. 
Definition 7.5. Define a linear mapping P : Cc(G(±)) → Cc(G+)⊕Cc(G−) by
P(η) := (η+, η−) =
(
P+(η),P−(η)
)
for η ∈ Cc
(
G(±)),
where P+ and P− are defined in Definition 6.1.
We consider the canonical homomorphisms Φ+ : Cc(G(+)) → Cc(R × V0) and
Φ− :Cc(G(−)) → Cc(R × V0) as defined in Definition 5.1 and Section 6 by
Φ+(η+)(t, v0) :=
∫
V+
η+(t, v0, v) dv, η+ ∈ Cc
(
G(+)),
Φ−(η−)(t, v0) :=
∫
V−
η−(t, v0, v) dv, η− ∈ Cc
(
G(−)).
Let Cc(G±) be the subspace of Cc(G(+))⊕Cc(G(−)) consisting of the pairs (η+, η−) for which
Φ+(η+) = Φ−(η−).
Proposition 7.6. For every η ∈ Cc(G(±)), the function P(η) is contained in Cc(G±) and the
mapping P : Cc(G(±)) → Cc(G±) is surjective.
Proof. Indeed, we have for η ∈ Cc(G(±)) that
Φ+(η+)(t, v0) =
∫
V+
∫
V−
η(t, v0, v+, v−) dv
=
∫
V−
∫
V+
η(t, v0, v+, v−) dv = Φ−(η−)(t, v0),
for all t ∈ R and v0 ∈ V0. Hence P(η) ∈ Cc(G±).
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surjective, there exists an element σ ∈ Cc(G(±)) such that σ+ = η+. Choose any function q ∈
Cc(V+) such that
∫
V+ q(v) dv = 1 and let γ− := η− − σ−. Then∫
V−
γ−(t, v0, v−) dv = Φ−(η−)(t, v0)−
∫
V−
∫
V+
σ(t, v0, v+, v−) dv
= Φ+(η+)(t, v0)−Φ+(σ+)(t, v0) = 0,
for all t ∈ R and v0 ∈ V0. Define the function ψ ∈ Cc(G(±)) by
ψ(t, v0, v+, v−) := σ(t, v0, v+, v−)+ γ−(t, v0, v−)q(v+) for all (t, v0, v+, v−) ∈ G(±).
Then ψ ∈ Cc(G(±)), and
ψ+(t, v0, v+) = σ+(t, v0, v+)+ q(v+)
∫
V−
γ−(t, v0, v−) dv = σ+(t, v0, v+)+ 0
= η+(t, v0, v+) for t ∈ R, v0 ∈ V0 and v+ ∈ V+,
ψ−(t, v0, v−) = σ−(t, v0, v−)+ γ−(t, v0, v−)
∫
V+
q(v+) dv
= σ−(t, v0, v−)+ η−(t, v0, v−)− σ−(t, v0, v−)
= η−(t, v0, v−) for t ∈ R, v0 ∈ V0 and v− ∈ V−.
This shows that the mapping P is surjective. 
Definition 7.7. For a ∈ C∗(G(±)), define the homomorphism R : C∗(G(±)) → D∗± by
Ra(f ) := aˆ(f ) for f ∈ S,
Ra(0n) := aˆ(0n) = Φ(a).
Proposition 7.8. The canonical homomorphism R : C∗(G(±)) → D∗± is surjective.
Proof. It is known in Proposition 7.4 that C∗(G±) is isomorphic to D∗±. On the other hand, the
surjective map P : Cc(G(±)) → Cc(G±) can be extended to a surjective map from C∗(G(±))
onto C∗(G±) in the following sense. Let
P+ : Cc
(
G(±))→ Cc(G(+)) (resp. P− : Cc(G(±))→ Cc(G(−)))
be defined by sending η → η+ (resp. η → η−). Then P+ (resp. P−) extends to a surjective
homomorphism from C∗(G(±)) onto C∗(G(+)) (resp. onto C∗(G(−))). Let (a, b) ∈ C∗(G±)
and ε > 0. Since Cc(G(+)) (resp. Cc(G(−))) is dense in C∗(G(+)) (resp. C∗(G(−))), there
are η+ ∈ Cc(G(+)) and η− ∈ Cc(G(−)) such that ‖a − η+‖ < ε/2 and ‖b − η−‖ < ε/2. Since
(a, b) ∈ C∗(G±), we have that Φ+(a) = Φ−(b), and since Φ+(η+),Φ−(η−) ∈ Cc(R × V0),
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Let ϕ := Φ−(η−)−Φ+(η+) ∈ Cc(R×V0). Since C∗(G(−)) is ∗-regular (see [2]), we know that
the kernel of Φ− in Cc(G(−)) is dense in the kernel of Φ− in C∗(G(−)) and therefore there ex-
ists an η′− in Cc(G(−)) with ‖η′−‖C∗ < ε such that Φ−(η′−) = ϕ. Then we have Φ−(η− −η′−) =
Φ+(η+), hence (η+, η− − η′−) ∈ Cc(G±). Moreover ‖(η+, η− − η′−) − (a, b)‖ < 2ε, and by
Proposition 7.6 there is an η ∈ Cc(G(±)) such that P(η) = (η+, η− − η′−). This shows that P
maps C∗(G(±)) onto C∗(G±). Then the proof follows from Proposition 7.4 and the fact that
R = J ◦ P is now a surjective homomorphism. 
8. The isomorphism
Definition 8.1. Let D∗(G(±)) be the subspace of F ∗(G(±)) consisting of all operator fields A
defined over the set Γ such that A(f ) ∈ K for f ∈ D, A(f ) ∈ B for f ∈ S and A(0n) ∈
C∗(R × V0) such that:
(1) the mapping f → A(f ) is continuous on D ∪ S ,
(2) A satisfies the infinity condition defined in Definition 5.4,
(3) A satisfies the generic property defined in Definition 5.10, and
(4) A satisfies the compact condition defined in Definition 6.2.
Proposition 8.2. The vector space D∗(G(±)) is a C∗-algebra.
Proof. It clear that D∗(G(±)) is a ∗-algebra by Propositions 5.6 and 5.11. Let A ∈ F ∗(G(±))
and (An)n be a sequence in D∗(G(±)) converging to A in F ∗(G(±)). It is clear that A satisfies
the infinity condition. Using the notations of the generic condition in Definition 5.10, we have
lim
k→∞
∥∥U(rk) ◦A(fk) ◦U(−rk) ◦M(−ρk,∞) −A(f ) ◦M(−ρk,∞)∥∥op
 lim
k→∞
∥∥U(rk) ◦An(fk) ◦U(−rk) ◦M(−ρk,∞) −An(f ) ◦M(−ρk,∞)∥∥op
+ lim
k→∞
∥∥U(rk) ◦ (An −A)(fk) ◦U(−rk) ◦M(−ρk,∞) − (An −A)(f ) ◦M(−ρk,∞)∥∥op
 lim
k→∞
∥∥U(rk) ◦An(fk) ◦U(−rk) ◦M(−ρk,∞) −An(f ) ◦M(−ρk,∞)∥∥op
+ 2‖An −A‖op,
where fk ∈ D and f ∈ S−. Similarly for fk ∈ D and f ∈ S+, the generic approximation (1) in
Definition 5.10 holds. That is, A satisfies the generic condition. Furthermore, for every f ∈ S ,
we have that A(f )−πf (β(A(0n))) = limk Ak(f )−πf (β(Ak(0n))) ∈ K. Hence A is an element
of D∗(G(±)).
It is proved in Proposition 5.6 that F ∗(G(±)) is a C∗-algebra and we have just seen that
D∗(G(±)) is a closed ∗-subalgebra of F ∗(G(±)), hence it is a C∗-algebra. 
Theorem 8.3. The Fourier transform F maps C∗(G(±)) onto D∗(G(±)), i.e. C∗(G(±)) is
isomorphic to D∗(G(±)).
Proof. We know from Proposition 5.6 that F(C∗(G(±))) ⊂ F ∗(G(±)). By Proposition 5.12
the fields F(a) for a ∈ C∗(G(±)) satisfy the generic condition. Since for (f0, f+,0), (f0,0, f−)
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it follows from Theorem 6.8 that π(f0,f+,0)(a) − π(f0,f+,0)(β(a(0n))) = π(f0,f+)(P+(a)) −
π(f0,f+)(β+(P+(a)(0n))) ∈ K. Similarly for (f0,0, f−) ∈ S . This shows that F(a) for a ∈
C∗(G(±)) satisfies the compact condition. Hence F(C∗(G(±))) ⊂ D∗(G(±)).
In order to finish the proof, we have to show that F(C∗(G(±))) is rich in D∗(G(±)) and that
D∗(G(±)) is of type I. Let us determine the dual space of D∗(G(±)). Let π ∈ ̂D∗(G(±)). Let
IS be the ideal of D∗(G(±)) of all operator fields in D∗(G(±)) vanishing on S . We observe
that the algebra C0(D,K) can be injected into IS . Indeed, if ψ ∈ C0(D,K), then we identify
ψ with the operator field Ψ () = ψ() for  ∈ D and Ψ () = 0 for  ∈ Γ \ D. It is easy to see
that the operator field Ψ satisfies the generic condition, since limk ‖ψ(fk)‖op = 0 if fk tends
to 0 as k goes to infinity, and it satisfies also trivially the compact condition. Hence we can
consider C0(D,K) to be an ideal of D∗(G(±)) contained in IS . Take now A ∈ IS and a sequence
(fk)k ⊂ D tending to 0 as k goes to infinity. By the generic condition we have (with the notations
in Definition 5.10) that
lim
k→∞
∥∥U(rk) ◦A(fk) ◦U(−rk) ◦M(−∞,σk)∥∥op = 0
and
lim
k→∞
∥∥U(sk) ◦A(fk) ◦U(−sk) ◦M(−ρk,∞)∥∥op = 0.
Hence
lim
k→∞
∥∥A(fk) ◦M(−∞,σk+rk)∥∥op = 0
and
lim
k→∞
∥∥A(fk) ◦M(−ρk+rk,∞)∥∥op = 0.
Therefore
lim
k→∞
∥∥A(fk)∥∥op = 0.
This shows that C0(D,K) = IS .
If π(IS) = {0}, then the representation π determines an element of ̂C0(D,K) and is so an
evaluation at some point  ∈ D. If π(IS) = {0}, then we can consider π as a representation of the
quotient algebra D∗(G(±))/IS . Since IS is the kernel of the homomorphism
R′ : D∗(G(±))→ D∗± by A → A|S∪{0n}
and since R = R′ ◦ F , we know from Proposition 7.8 that D∗(G(±))/IS is isomorphic to D∗±.
Hence we can identify π with an element of D̂∗±. Let I0 be the ideal of all the operator fields
A ∈ D∗± vanishing at 0n. Using the compact condition we see that I0 is the algebra C0(S,K).
Hence, if π is not vanishing on I0, then π is just an evaluation at some  ∈ S . If π(I0) = {0},
then π is a representation of D∗ /I0. Now I0 is just the kernel of the homomorphism A → A(0n)±
130 Y.-F. Lin, J. Ludwig / Journal of Functional Analysis 259 (2010) 104–130for A ∈ D∗±. Since D∗± = R(C∗(G(±))) by Proposition 7.8, we see that D∗±/I0 is isomorphic to
C∗(R × V0). Hence π determines a character χζ of C∗(R × V0) and so π(A) = χζ (A(0n)) for
A ∈ D∗(G(±)). Having determined the dual space of D∗(G(±)), we know that this algebra is
of type I and that F(C∗(G(±))) is rich in D∗(G(±)). Hence by the Stone–Weierstrass Theorem
(see [4]), the two C∗-algebras F(C∗(G(±))) and D∗(G(±)) coincide. 
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